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Carbon nanomaterials and nanocomposites are playing a crucial role in modern science and technology. This
review summarizes a kind of high-power technology (including detonation, pulsed-laser ablation, arc-electric,
joule & induction heating, and microwave-induced plasma) that can synthesis such nanomaterials in seconds.
First, the history and equipment setup of high-power instant-synthesis technology (HIT) are introduced.
Thereafter, the growth mechanisms of carbon nanomaterials and nanocomposites are thoroughly discussed,
followed by the recent developments of HIT-synthesized nanomaterials for catalyst, energy storage, and con
version applications. A comparison of the key apparatus of HIT is also presented to give a comprehensive un
derstanding in synthesizing nanoparticles rapidly, controllably, inexpensively, and safely. Finally, the conclusion
covers novel designs for promising applications, the feasibilities of mass-production, as well as the environmental
considerations.

1. Introduction
Nanomaterials refer to small structures with at least one of the di
mensions in the range of 1–100 nm. They are superior to the bulk ma
terials due to their size-dependent properties. Down-size of the bulk into
nanomaterials exposes massive crystalline surfaces that increase their
chemical reactivity. Besides, the electrons of nanoparticles show quan
tum confinement by the potential wells, which significantly change their
electrical, optical, magnetic, dielectric properties, etc. For example, the
exfoliated monolayer graphene exhibits entirely different natures from
graphite. Hot electrons of the polymeric graphene foam can be excited
by a laser, then ejected through Auger-like pathways to propel the foam
in the opposite direction [1]. As for organic photovoltaic devices, the
nanoscale optical spacer can enhance photon absorption. Besides, the
noble metallic nanoparticles can trigger the excitation of the localized
surface plasmon resonance, which can increase the power conversion
efficiency [2]. Attracted by the intriguing properties of nanomaterials,
many efforts have been put in the control of their size & morphologies
and extensive applications in the last few decades [3–30].
Nanoparticles can be either bottom-up synthesized from molecules/
atoms or top-down broke from macroscopic materials via a variety of
techniques that differ from their reaction media such as liquid-phase and

solid-gaseous-phase. Generally, the liquid-phase methods consist of
coprecipitation [31,32], sol-gel [33], self-assembly [34], microemulsion
[35], sonochemical [36], template synthesis [37], solvo-microwave
[38], solvo-exfoliation [39], hydrothermal [40], electrodeposition
[41], etc. The liquid-phase methods require a solvent to dissolve or
disperse the precursors, then drive the reaction to form desired nano
particles chemically by applying ultrasound, microwave, heat & pres
sure, mild electric current, etc. They usually require long reaction times
and multi-step processing which takes tens of hours.
Besides the liquid-phase, the solid-gaseous-phase synthesis utilizes
energized ion beam, laser, electric current, etc. to boost the reaction in
solid or gaseous media, such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [42],
mechanical exfoliation [43], magnetron evaporation [44], ion-beam
sputtering [45], etc. They can charge the precursor with high energy
(ion beam with 1000 eV [46] or current at 680 A [47]). Furthermore,
they are capable of flash-synthesizing nanomaterials with high forma
tion temperatures such as nano-sized alloy [48], heterostructure [49],
and carbonaceous composite [50,51]. Among them, CVD is a delicate
method to grow graphene [52], carbon nanotube [53], etc. The gaseous
reactants were introduced with a suitable substrate at relatively high
temperatures (600–2300 ◦ C), then the products were layer-by-layer
deposited [54,55]. Mechanical exfoliation is a simple method to
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separate adjacent graphene layers against Van der Waals attraction. One
of the most famous demonstrations is done by Geim and his colleagues
[5] who acquire single-layer graphene with a scotch-tape peeling tech
nology. Magnetron evaporation and ion-beam sputtering are the main
techniques of physical vapor deposition (PVD), in which the source
materials are energized into vapor or plasma, then deposited on a sub
strate in a vacuum chamber with controlled thickness. In principle, PVD
is solely a powerful coating method rather than synthesizing nano
materials with morphology & composition control [56]. The above
mentioned solid-gaseous-phase synthesis are occurring at a relatively
high temperature compared to the liquid-phase methods. However,
either they are not suitable for nanomaterials synthesis or their reaction
time is long (hours to days) [57,58]. Hence they do not meet the everincreasing demand as versatile and efficient nanomaterials synthesis
technologies.
With raised recent worldwide concerns in balancing the nature and
nanotechnologies, environmentally friendly manufacturing techniques
are favored with the major requirements below: (i) solvent-free or use
water as the solvent in purification instead of wasteful organic solvents;
(ii) can produce unique nanomaterials that are difficult to produce
directly using liquid-phase methods; (iii) feasible for large quantity
manufacturing; (iv) one-step or few-step synthesis with reaction time in
seconds (overall low energy input). Few methods meet these re
quirements. Under the given circumstance, a group of technologies
stood out to sustain the responsibilities. We boldly categorized them as
high-power instant synthesis technology (HIT).
HIT, such as detonation (DET) [59], pulsed laser ablation (PLA) [60],
arc electric (AE) [61], joule & induction heating (JIH) [62,63], and
microwave-induced plasma (MIP) [64], is a class of methods that applies
enormous energy in a relatively short time (microseconds to several
minutes) in synthesizing nanomaterials. Fundamental principles of HIT
were discovered over a century ago, e.g. synthesis of trinitrotoluene
(TNT), discovery of continuous electric arc [65], discovery of electricheat phenomenon [66], and spark transmitter microwave device [67].
Yet many of HIT were only used for military purposes until the end of
World War II. After that, they were applied in civil applications like
mining explosives, barcode scanner, electric heater, welding, food
heater, etc. The rise of HIT is on account of the discovery of carbonnanomaterials (CNM), e.g. fullerene [3], nanodiamonds (ND) [59],
carbon nanotubes (CNT) [4], graphene [5], carbon nanofibers (CNF)
[68], in the applications of bioimaging, drug delivery [69], artificial
tissue engineering, seawater desalination, electromagnetic-wave (EM)
shielding, catalysis [70], sensor [71], pollutant degradation [72],
photovoltaic cell [73], energy storage device [74] (Fig. 1). The applied
high power promotes HIT ideals candidate in synthesizing nano
structures in seconds.
This review will focus on the fundamental mechanisms and prom
ising developments of HIT. It consists: (i) a brief account on the dis
covery of HIT and their setups; (ii) summary of the formation
mechanisms of HIT synthesized nanomaterials; (iii) signposts as to
where HIT can be well developed. Peer-review papers about individual
synthesis technology in specific fields have been published [75–80], yet
the summative comparison of HIT has not been made. The compre
hensive understanding of HIT may address most of the barriers that we
believe must be overcome before they can produce nanoparticles
approaching the theoretical properties. At the end of this review, in
sights into novel designs and promising applications of HIT will be
proposed.

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the topics covered in this progress review.
Inset figures are reproduced with permissions.

applied in extensive fields (Fig. 2). Different from the top-down exfoli
ation, HIT charge the precursors with high energy, which is capable in
forming sp3 carbon bonds (284–368 kJ mol− 1 for the single σ-bond) in
ND/carbon dots [83] and sp2 carbon bonds (615 kJ mol− 1 for the double
σ and π bond) in fullerene [73], CNT [84] and graphene [85] via a
bottom-up route [86]. Early HIT such as detonation, PLA, and AE, was
introduced regard to the synthesis of representative CNM in this section.
2.1. Detonation
2.1.1. Discovery of detonation and setup
In the early 1960s, scientists in All-Russian Scientific Research
Institute of Technical Physics discovered the detonation shock waves of
TNT-hexogen mixtures may provide enough energy to compress the
carbon source into nanoscale diamond particles [81]. However, it re
mains unrevealed as part of the nuke research due to military confi
dentiality until the end of the 1980s. Soon after that in the 1990s, ND has
been widely applied in biomedical applications such as drug delivery
[87], bioimaging [88], and tissue engineering [89] due to its less toxicity
than other CNM [90]. Among all the efforts in synthesizing ND, deto
nation is the primary method due to high yield (15% of the weight of the
explosive) [91], controllable size, and flexible for applications [92,93].
Fig. 3 shows the schematics of the detonation process. A cylindrical
charge (TNT-hexogen mixture) is placed in the blast chamber. Then the
blast chamber is filled with inert gas or water/ice as the dry and wet
method, respectively. The charge is ignited by an electric spark
remotely. Finally, the soot or suspension was collected via the receiving
tank or cyclone separator.
2.1.2. ND formation mechanism of detonation and energy storage
applications
Detonation is a stunning technology that synthesizes nanomaterials
by a controlled explosion in a closed chamber. There are two basic re
quirements for detonation synthesis of ND, thermodynamic conditions
(temperature and pressure) and suitable precursors. As discussed in the
setup, the TNT-hexogen not only creates the high-intensity shock wave,
it also provides excess carbon to form the ND (Fig. 4a) [95]. It is
commonly accepted that the ND is formed by fast nucleation in a su
persaturated carbon source environment [96]. However, the growth
mechanism of detonation ND remains debatable due to it consists of a
series of complex processes including decomposition of explosive

2. Hit for the synthesis of carbon-nanomaterials
Carbon-based nanomaterials are indispensable for the prosper of
materials science such as ND [81], CNF [82], fullerene [3], multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNT), single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT),
and graphene [5]. They possess unique electronic, optical characteris
tics, mechanical stability, and ease of chemical modification thus being
2
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Fig. 2. Schematic overview of the discoveries of CNM: ND, CNF, fullerene, multi-walled & single-walled CNT, and graphene.
*Report of exact year is not available. Inset figures are reproduced with permissions.

molecules, nucleation of the core, recombination of a series of molecules
& atoms, and ceases of the surface growth.
The early arguments are focused on the primary seed and carbon
source. Babushkin [97] presented a mechanism that TNT-hexogen was
completely decomposed into atoms during the explosion. The carbon
atoms are the seeds of amorphous carbon formation, then it undergoes a
phase transformation into diamond. Nonetheless, proofs were given to
oppose the complete atomization theory. Danilenko [98] suggested a
mainstream viewpoint of a vapor-liquid-crystal growth route based on
the Jouguet-Chapman Phase diagram [99–101]. Similar standpoints
were also presented that carbon atoms are condensed into nanoclusters
as the seeds (d < 1 nm) [102] when the pressure and temperature fall
along the isentrope line (Fig. 4b). Then the nanoclusters coalesce into
liquid droplets in sizes of 1–2 nm as the mediates. Finally, the nano
droplets crystallized into ND (Fig. 4c). Breusov [103] made a compari
son between the energy released from TNT-hexogen detonation
(488.8 kcal/mol) [104] and energy from the chemical bonds of the
molecules of TNT-hexogen (716 kcal/mol) [105], which indicates that
the formation of free carbon atoms is unachievable. Lin [106] suggests
that the emergence of cyclohexane is the starting point in the diamond
formation and the collision of these carbon skeletons promotes the
nuclei-mesostructure-ND formation route. On the other hand,

Fig. 3. Detonation synthesis of ND: flow chart of the process.
Reproduced with permission from [94].

Fig. 4. (a) Explosives with a negative oxygen balance are detonated in a closed metallic chamber in an atmosphere of N2, CO2, and liquid or solid H2O. (b) Phase
diagram showing that the most stable phase of carbon is graphite at low pressures, and diamond at high pressures, with both phases melting when at temperatures
above 4500 K. During detonation, the pressure and temperature rise instantaneously, reaching the Jouguet point (point A). (c) Schematic of the detonation wave
propagation showing (I) the front of the shock wave caused by the explosion; (II) the zone of chemical reaction in which the explosive molecules decompose; (III) the
Chapman–Jouguet plane (where P and T correspond to point A in Fig. 4b, indicating the conditions when reaction and energy release are essentially complete); (IV)
the expanding detonation products; (V) the formation of carbon nanoclusters; (VI) the coagulation into liquid nanodroplets; and (VII) the crystallization, growth, and
agglomeration of nanodiamonds.
Copyright 2018, Springer. Reproduced with permission from [59].
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Anisichkin [107] performed an isotope study that shows the majority of
ND is produced from the TNT instead of hexogen, which further refutes
the theory that the molecules are all decomposed to carbon atoms.
Opinions differ in the size control, the role of hydrogen, and phase
transformation & graphitization as well. Titov [108] reported that the
size of detonation ND does not increase with the growth conditions
based on an experiment of varying charge mass from 0.1 to 1.0 kg. Yet
Danilenko [98] evidenced that the size of ND grows from 4 to 6 nm
when the charge weight increased from 0.6 to 10 kg, and it can reach an
average size of 8 nm in a 140 kg detonation [109]. He also indicated that
the carbon black is from amorphization, thus no ND graphitization oc
curs during the expansion. It is against the theory that the carbon loss
from diamond to carbon black is due to graphitization [110]. Tolochko
[111] inferred that the growth mechanism of detonation ND is similar to
CVD in which the hydrogen plays an important role in preventing
graphitization and facilitating the ND growth from methyl radical. He
claimed it is a chemical process from Alkyls and free radical CxHy to ND
rather than the phase transformation. However, Dolmatov [112] pro
posed that the ND growth is irrespective of the use of hydrogen-based
charge (TNT, hexogen) or a hydrogen-free charge (benzotrifuroxane).
He drew a theory based on systematic calculations of the bonding energy
in which the radical-like adamantane are the seeds, and dimer C2 is the
main building units for ND growth.
Through the growth mechanism of detonation ND remains contro
versial, ND have drawn huge attention in energy storage applications.
The high specific surface area of ND guarantees a good supercapacitive
performance based on previous work [113]. Portet [114] annealed ND
in vacuum at temperatures from 1170 to 2170 K, which exhibits specific
capacitances of 70–100 F g− 1. Facial surface modification of ND doped
with boron [115], nitrogen [116], and phosphorus [117] can alter the
electronic structure of ND, which could further facilitate their applica
tions in catalysts or supercapacitors. Yu [117] report a phosphorusdoped ND with good capacitive performance up to 63.56 mF cm− 2 at
the scan rates of 20 mV s− 1. Besides, ND can exhibit improved specific
capacitance when incorporated with electrochemically active polymers.
Kovalenko [118] reported a polyaniline-ND composite with specific
capacitance of 640 F g− 1 and up to 10,000 charge-discharge cycles.
Furthermore, ND can be incorporated with CNT [119], rGO [120], and
redox-active materials such as ruthenium oxides [121] for highly
improved electrochemical properties. However, the low yield of deto
nation ND is also a major drawback. Considering the analogy of the D2O
in a nuclear reactor, the role of liquid in the detonation was usually
explained as a coolant or energy moderator [97,110,112]. Through the
water/ice can slow the over-accelerated particles as a buffer, the for
mation of the vapor shell is more significant in fast cooling and keeping
the nanodroplets from coalescing, which leads to an increment of yield.
Moreover, the detonation synthesis suffers from the undesired impu
rities (N, H, and O) and potential explosion risk. To eliminate such
disadvantages, an advanced technology in synthesizing 0D and 1D
nanomaterials has emerged featuring high-purity, controlled size &
morphology, and great versatility.

magnitude, the pulsed laser can cause superheating (> 3500 K) and nonequilibrium phase change of carbon precursors, then ceased from fast
nucleation. In 1985, Smalley and his colleagues successfully synthesized
C60 using a Q-switched Nd:Y3Al5O12 laser [3]. As a milestone in the
materials science history, it leads a trend in the development of PLA for
the synthesis of fullerene, CNT, and semimetal-/metal-based
nanomaterials.
The setup of PLA depends on the reaction media: gas or vacuum is
used in a closed chamber or tube furnace, or liquid is filled in an open
container. Fig. 5 illustrates three different setups: (1) a rotating target
and substrate were aligned in a sphere chamber where the incident laser
beam hit the target at a certain angle; (2) a pulsed laser was irradiated at
the fixed target in a tube furnace; (3) laser ablates at a target that
immersed in liquid for nanoparticle growth. This type of setups allows
good control over temperature, pressure, gas composition, etc. The
liquid medium was utilized to decrease the reaction temperature thus it
generally has lower power than the solid-gaseous phase setup. It is
necessary to mention that the liquid-buffering PLA usually ablate on
solid substrates or dispersed insoluble particles for synthesis. Thus, the
PLA is categorized in the solid-gaseous-phase reaction.
2.2.2. Nanoparticles formation mechanism of PLA and energy storage
applications
PLA is a powerful technique that utilizes a high-intensity laser beam
as the source to ablate the target in different media. The nanoparticles
synthesized by PLA can be categorized as three types: (i) bottom-up
growth of CNM (C60 [3] or CNT [126]) or hybrid CNM [127,128], (ii)
downsize of high vaporization-temperature materials (metal nano
particle [60,129], oxide nanoparticle [130], semiconductor quantum
dot [131]), (iii) laser-induced photochemical synthesis from solution
(metal nanoparticles [132,133], nitride [133]). The bottom-up method
always uses gaseous-phase as the medium, while the other two usually
take place in a liquid-phase.
Based on previous PLA works, Zeng [134] has summarized that the
nano-/micro-second laser generates vapor and plasma due to its higher
power, while millisecond (low-power) laser mainly produces nano
droplets as the initial cores. The two types of cores were also ascribed to
different mechanisms of nanoparticle formation: (i) the thermal evap
oration mechanism (following the interaction of vapor & plasma with
the media); (ii) the mechanism of explosive ejection of nanodroplets.
However, this classification only focused on the power of the laser, while
missing its interactions with the other two main factors: the molecular
properties of the target and the medium. Therefore, the third mecha
nism, laser-induced photochemical synthesis, is involved which is
closely related to the laser power, wavelength, and molecule absorption
property.
It usually follows the thermal evaporation mechanism if a highpower laser (microsecond or shorter) was used in the atmosphere to
shoot a non-soluble bulk material. That is due to all three factors: the
power, absorption, and buffer have to be considered. Specifically, the
thermal evaporation mechanism [135–138] is similar to the vapor-liq
uid–crystal ND formation, in which the power is so high that can easily
vaporize almost any bulk materials. The collision of the vapor and the
ambient molecules generates a large number of electrons and ions which
excite their electron state that is coupled with light emission. A plume is
formed as the ions ejecting away from the bulk surface perpendicularly,
then the vapor dives into the pool of gas and condensed into nano
droplets. The atmosphere molecules can keep the nanodroplets in dis
tance and interact on the interfaces. Finally, nanoparticles are
crystallized and formed after cooled down. A case in point is reported by
Ou [139], in which core-shell Ni–graphene nanoparticles were synthe
sized by a microsecond laser (max. power at 100 μs, 210 J/pulse)
ablation on Ni in CH4/He atmosphere.
In contrast, the laser-induced photochemical synthesis mechanism
was proposed when a relatively low-power laser (millisecond pulsewidth or longer) was used to shoot precursors which dissolved in

2.2. Pulsed laser ablation
2.2.1. Discovery of PLA and setup
In 1960, the first functional laser was constructed using a synthetic
ruby at Hughes Research Laboratory [122] based on an earlier theo
retical study [123]. Since then, the laser has been widely studied for its
versatile applications in a wide range of science fields. PLA is a highpower technology that transcends continuous laser devices. Briefly,
techniques called “Q-switched” and “Mode Locking” were applied to
produce extremely short pulse width of the laser to increase the power
since the energy is equal to the average power divided by the repetition
rate. Efforts have been done to lower the pulse width as short as 10− 13 s
[124], as a consequence, the power of the pulsed output laser is largely
enhanced to 106–1014 W/cm2 [125]. With the power in this order of
4
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Fig. 5. (a) A plasma plume ejected from a laser-irradiated SrRuO3 target. (b) Schematic setup of PLA in a vacuum chamber for thin-film growth. (c) PLA in a tube
furnace for nanowire/nanotube growth. (d) PLA setup in liquid medium for nanoparticle growth.
Reproduced with permission from [134].

liquid [132,133,140,141]. Briefly, the laser-induced photochemical
synthesis is controlled by the wavelength of the laser and the light ab
sorption & activation energy of the molecule. A photochemical reaction
happens when necessary activation energy was transported from the
incident light to the molecule. Following this, Pola [142] produced
polymeric carbon nanoparticles by irradiating benzene and toluene in
solution with an unfocused 193 nm laser (0.1 s pulse-width with an
energy fluence of 100 mJ cm− 2). Besides, Kong [143] reported an
interesting synthesis by PLA of dispersed graphene & dissolved GO, in
which large even-numbered carbon cluster anions C−n were formed in the
absence of several odd-numbered anions in their collision process. This
phenomenon may be on account of a combination of laser-induced
photochemical and explosive ejection mechanism. Based on that, the
increment of the observed cluster sizes with the increasing accumulation
periods can be ascribed to the ions transfer process. It is reasonable to
suppose that the larger the cluster is, the lower velocity it can acquire
during PLA. The larger cluster has a larger cross-section, as a conse
quence, they can experience more collisions with residual gas. These
facts indicate that the larger cluster ions require longer transfer times
from the source region. Therefore, a short accumulation period can
cause the loss of the large cluster ions.
The explosive ejection of nanodroplets is an intermediate synthesis
mechanism between the other two [145–147]. In detail, when the power
of the laser is too low, or the light absorption of the bulk/dissolved
molecules is not enough to vaporize the target in an aqueous medium,
the target (such as metal or alloy) will be melted into primary droplets
and ejected away. The hot droplets boil the surrounding liquid and
produce a high-pressure vapor shell due to the confinement effect.
Subsequently, the explosion of the hot droplets forms a large number of
nanodroplets that are dispersed in the liquid from coalescing. Finally,
surface reactions between the nanodroplets and the molecules in the
medium take place. Niu [144] reported a synthesis of Pb‒PbS core-shell
nanoparticles by millisecond pulsed Nd:YAG laser in liquid media. As
described in Fig. 6, the composition and morphology of the end-product
are governed by all three factors we have discussed.
The ultrafine nanoparticles synthesized by PLA show great promises
for energy storage applications. Wang [148] reported PLA synthesized

Fig. 6. Schematic diagrams of metal nanodroplet ejection and nanostructure
formation in the PLA process using a low-energy millisecond laser. (a) For
mation of nanodroplets. (b) Reactions of an ejected metal nanodroplet with
ambient liquid. (c) Effect of liquid reactivity and laser frequency on the
morphology of nanostructures formed when a Pb target was ablated in liquids.
Reproduced with permission from [144].

SnO2 nanoparticles as anode in Li-ion batteries with a capacity of
522 mA h g− 1 that can be obtained at 10 A g− 1. Nanocrystalline films
grown by PLA were also reported with good performance as lithium
5
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anode. Qin [149] synthesized CoO‒Co nano-films by PLA. The prepared
nanocomposite exhibited outstanding cycling stability (830 mA h g− 1 at
of 500 mA g− 1 after 200 cycles) and high rate capability (578 mA h g− 1
at 10,000 mA g− 1). Moreover, Teng [150] reported Fe2O3 nanocrystal
line films that capable of excellent high-rate performance
(510 mA h g− 1 at a high current density of 15,000 mA g− 1) and supe
rior cycling stability (905 mA h g− 1 at 100 mA g− 1 after 200 cycles).
PLA have shown extensively superiority in the bio-medical, cata
lyzing, energy storage & conversion applications. However, the low
production efficiency and low safety highly undermine the further use
for industrial applications. With that background, a striking technology
has stood out for low cost, high yield, and versatile in synthesizing 0D,
1D, and 2D carbon-based nanomaterials.

along with the catalyst from the anode into vapor within the millisec
ond’s range [78]. The vapor drifts towards the cathode then deposits on
the chamber wall due to the temperature gradient. To better control the
structures, morphologies, and yield of the CNT by AE synthesis, exten
sive studies have been done for the role of various parameters such as
power supply, atmosphere, pressure, catalyst & grain size, etc. Although
AE can be used to synthesize graphene [152] or CNT-graphene hybrid
structures [128], the majority of the studies are targeting the growth of
CNT, therefore, it will be the focus of this subsection.
The power supply regulates the energy of electrons that bombard the
anode, hence it is essential in the CNT formation. Three types of power
sources were used in AE including direct current (DC), alternating cur
rent (AC), and pulsed arc (PA). AC was seldom used since the periodi
cally altering polarity of AC can discharge electrons towards the
cathode, as a result, the formation of CNT occurs only in the positive
cycle. On the contrary, DC power supply is mostly used due to its
accessibility, ease of control, and high yield.
The atmosphere is crucial for arc formation and thermo-ionic effects.
During the AE, the non-conducting gas gets ionized and turns into a
conductive medium due to the high-temperature-induced plasma. The
ionized gas provides mass-transfer to the carbon vapor thus grants it
momentum. Besides, the gases differ in their ionization potential which
determines the breakdown current. Therefore, the introduction of
different gases can be utilized for the growth control of CNT. Du [153]
reported a CO2 assisted AE approach that able to produce single-walled
CNT with controlled length and bundle size. Furthermore, the temper
ature of the plasma is governed by the thermal properties of the atmo
sphere. Ar can generate plasma with 2200–2400 K, while H2 ionized
plasma leads to a temperature of around 3600–3800 K [78]. Higher
temperature may lead to a hetero-phase transformation, e.g. the ratio
control of different H2 concentrations (5, 12.5, 25, 50 vol%) in He can
result in a quantitatively controlled number (4, 7, 9 layers) of CNT walls
in a CNT-graphene hybrid structure (Fig. 8) [128]. The high specific
capacitance of 350 F g− 1 and super retention performance of almost no
loss after 8000 cycles can be attributed to the high surface area and
stable 3D structure formed by the instant in-situ AE synthesis.
The gas pressure determines the stability of the ions flow. It is re
ported that if the pressure is not in an appropriate range (differs in the
type of gas), the density of gas molecules will be either too low to form a
stable plasma, or so high that hinders the motion of the carbon vapor
[154–157].

2.3. Arc electric
2.3.1. Discovery of AE and setup
Since the first discovery of arc electric, it was widely applied for
industrial applications, e.g. welding, smelting, lighting, plasma cutting,
etc. for quite a long period. Following the synthesis of fullerene using a
pulsed laser, many scientists endeavored in the formation of new carbon
structures via high-power techniques. In the early 1990s, S. Iijima
revealed the existence of the multi-walled and single-walled CNT via his
superb transmission electron microscopy skill. Though the discovery of
multi-walled CNT is controversial so far [151], it has surged a huge wave
in nanomaterials research undoubtedly.
Fig. 7 shows a typical setup of an AE process, which consists of two
working electrodes and a quartz window for observation in a closed
chamber filled with gaseous media (liquid nitrogen, salt solution, or
water are rarely used). H2, He, and Ar atmosphere are mostly used. The
anode is a compacted rod made from a powder mixture of carbon pre
cursor (usually graphite) and metal catalyst (Ni, Fe with Y, Mo, Co, Cr,
etc.), while the cathode is made of pure graphite. After switching on the
power supply, the anode and cathode are drawn close to each other to
initiate the arc. Constant current or voltage is maintained by adjusting
the gap to obtain a non-fluctuating arc.
2.3.2. CNM formation mechanism of AE and energy storage applications
AE is a striking technology is based on a plasma-like phenomenon
when electric current breakdown a non-conductive medium. The hightemperature plasma (2200–6773 K) can sublimes the carbon precursor

Fig. 7. Schematic of an arc discharge setup.
Reproduced with permission from [78].
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carbon is granted a velocity with an isotropic distribution. Due to
insufficient vapor and its momentum, it tends to form nanoparticles
rather than CNT. As the current increases to a stable state, the vapor of
carbon along with the metal vapor is accelerated towards the cathode,
then collide onto the chamber wall in the form of nanodroplets. During
the metal seeds’ phase transformation from liquid to crystal, the carbon
vapor keeps involving to facilitate the CNT growth. Finally, the CNT
growth is terminated due to the cool down. A similar theory has also
been validated elsewhere [160–163].
More importantly, the metal catalyst is irreplaceable in the growth of
CNT. Low boiling temperature and the high evaporation rate is usually
considered good characteristics of catalyst for CNT growth. Heer [159]
suggests a liquid-phase growth model in which the precursors and cat
alysts are firstly vaporized and ejected towards the cathode. Since the
large momentum is granted by the ionized gas, the carbon & catalyst
vapor hits the cathode then scatters towards the chamber wall. During
this process, the mixed vapor liquidized into nanodroplets, in which the
metal catalysts serve as the seed to promote the growth of CNT (Fig. 9).
It was also proposed that smaller grain sizes of precursor & catalyst have
less cohesive energy [164], thus the power value required is lowered.
Furthermore, experimental results show that the size of the catalyst can
control the diameter distribution of CNT.
The different cathode shape can also affect the quality of the CNT.
The anode usually has a smaller diameter than the cathode, which re
sults in increased current density that favorable for the sublimation of
carbon. Whereas the cathode with a larger diameter has less current
density and cooler than the anode, which facilitates the fast nucleation
of CNT [165]. Moreover, a strong magnetic field was applied to control
the length and yield of single-walled CNT in some cases [166].
This subsection has summarized the three early HIT techniques
regarding their discovery and applications. Their intrinsic high-power
facilitates the fast reaction for a series of CNM and nanocomposites
which is not achievable by the liquid-phase synthesis. However, many
barriers are still impeding the practical employment of HIT. The

Fig. 8. High-resolution TEM images of graphene/SWNTs hybrid produced
under the condition of Ni/Y/C = 4.2:1:189.6 ratio and with 12.5% (v/v) H2 in
the buffer gas: (a) The SWNTs connect two individual graphene sheets, forming
a network. (b)–(d) Show the graphene sheets consist of seven (b), four (c), and
nine (d) layers.
Reproduced with permission from [128].

Although few works have explained the general mechanism of CNT
synthesis, theories of the CNT growth models in different phases were
suggested [158,159]. A vapor-phase growth mechanism is proposed by
Gamaly [158]. During the unsteady breakdown of the gas, the vaporized

Fig. 9. Role of catalyst in the growth of CNTs: (a) the carbon vapors (gray) and metal particles (red) move toward the cathode. (b) The metal particles do not stick to
the cathode and fly away from plasma due to their momentum. (c) The carbon vapors nucleate on the metal particles and form SWNT on the wall of chamber. The
size of CNT depends on the size of catalyst particles.
Reproduced with permission from [78].
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Typically, a direct joule-heating device consists of two electrodes
connected to the sample and a power supply to provide high current
through the sample (Fig. 10). Different from joule-heating, the induction
device uses a metal coil to produce a high-intensity magnetic field. When
the sample was put in the coil, the high current can be generated through
the sample via the induction phenomenon of a strong magnetic field.

chambers of HIT usually require custom designs, which are timeconsuming and expensive. The reproducibility of the early HIT is also
a major issue. Multiple separations and purification processes are
required to collect the nanomaterials within a small size range. The
safety concerns of high power are also raised. Under the circumstance,
two daily-life technologies stepped forward from our daily lives to
pursue extraordinary applications in the synthesis of nanomaterials.

3.1.2. Nanocomposite formation via JIH and energy storage applications
JIH is a shocking technology that utilizes a large current transport
through the conducting sample to generate enormous heat for the syn
thesis purpose. Though the non-contact induction heating is excelled in
continuous processing, most of the research is using the contact-method
joule-heating due to its versatile in materials and facial setup. There are
two major processing routes of JIH to the best of our knowledge: (i)
flash-sintering of the specimen; (ii) joule-heating of the carbon struc
tures coated with precursors. The first route is mostly used in the
ceramic industry to improve the physical & thermophysical properties
and to control the phase transformation & microstructure evolution.
While the joule-heating (sometimes in the name of resistance heating or
carbothermal shock) is focused on the synthesis of nanoparticles-CNM
composite by applying a high current through CNF [173], reduced
graphene oxide (rGO) [174,175], CNT [176,177], carbonized wood
[53], etc.
Flash-sintering takes advantage of the high thermal conductivity and
good thermal shock resistance of selected oxide [178], nitride [179],
fluoride [180], which are milled into a mixture of microparticles, then
pressed to a die. The traditional sintering process takes hours in a hot
furnace, sometimes combined with an applied current due to the severe
conditions required [181,182]. However, the flash-sintering can be
highly efficient with highly increased power. Muccillo [183] applied a
flash joule-heating treatment on a mixture of ZrO2–Y2O3 with DC/AC
only. The usually hour-long process was done in 90s, which shows great
potential for fast-heating applications.
Wang [184] recently reported a fast-heating technology based on
joule-heating for synthesizing and sintering solid-state electrolyte
within 10 s (Fig. 11). The carbon paper heating elements can largely
increase the max temperature limited by the Pt electrodes. High heating
& cooling rates of about 10,000 ◦ C/min and high sintering temperatures
as high as 3000 ◦ C thus were achieved. The as-prepared samples possess
the highest reported values for planar garnet-based solid-state electro
lytes with a critical current density of 3.2 mA/cm2 and excellent cycling
stability of > 400 h (0.2 mA/cm2). The reason for the high performance
is that the short sintering time can prevent the volatile evaporation
(lithium loss), it can also reduce undesirable interdiffusion and segre
gation of detrimental impurities & defects at the multilayer interfaces
and grain boundaries, respectively.
To explain the mechanism of the flash-sintering, Dong [185] has
assumed a three-step mechanism including micro-arc welding, electric
resistance welding, and diffusion-welding. The current spontaneously

3. Hit for the synthesis of nanocomposite
With the well-developed techniques for large-scale production of
CNT, graphene, and other carbon nanostructures, research of growth
mechanism of CNM are fading out from the stage of materials science in
the past decade. As the successors, the studies of carbon-based nano
composites have been through an explosive increment, especially in the
size-controlled and constituent-mixed fabrication by JIH and MIP. In
this section, a brief history of the two old techniques will be given.
Following that, the rise of JIH and MIP as frontier technologies in syn
thesizing nanosized metal alloy and single-atom for energy-storage and
catalyzing applications will be introduced.
3.1. Joule & induction heating
The joule-heating uses high current to heat the target via a contact
mode, while induction heating utilizes the eddy currents of the ferro
magnetic/ferrimagnetic materials remotely. They are theoretically the
same except one additional modification. In joule-heating, the AC/DC is
directly from the electric power source and transport through the target.
However, in induction heating, the current that travels through the
sample is induced by the electromagnetic (EM) induction phenomenon
from an AC powered metal coil. Therefore, we will summarize the
content of these two technologies as one in this section.
3.1.1. Background of JIH and setup
In 1840, Joule first published an abstract described the phenomenon
of heat generation from electric current [66]. Based on that principle,
joule-heating was applied for countless civil applications including
electric heaters (electric oven, hotplate, clothes iron), incandescent light
bulb, welding, etc. There are two ways of joule-heating. The indirect
way heats the resistive metal coil first, then transfer the heat to the
target. It gains many conveniences but sacrifices the power and heating
rate. Therefore, direct joule-heating was studied without the use of a
metal coil or heating plate. The early practice was reported by directly
applying a current through the target for food thawing in 1951 [167]. In
the 1990s, scientists found that direct joule-heating can induce the
amorphous-to-nanocrystalline transformation of alloy [168,169]. The
use of direct joule-heating was then reported for sintering ceramic [170]
and synthesizing nanoparticle-CNF composite structures such as single
metal atoms [171], nanosized alloy [172], heterostructure, etc.

Fig. 10. Schematic of the (a) Joule heating setup and (b) induction heating setup.
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Fig. 11. Rapid sintering process and setup. (a) Schematic of the joule heating synthesis process, in which the pressed pellet of precursors is directly sintered.
Photographs of the joule-heating sintering setup at room temperature without (b) and with (c) applied current, in which the closely packed heating strips provide a
uniform temperature distribution.
Reproduced with permission from [184].

choose the path with the least resistance initially, thus the hightemperature micro-arc can induce the melting. As a consequence, the
contact points within the path are formed and the on-path particles are
welded. Following fast welding, the resistance-heating mechanism
predominates the off-path particles due to the exceeded current &
voltage pulse. The coalescing between particles was achieved. Finally,
the diffusion-welding mechanism leads the flash-sintering process,
which results in the vast metallurgical phase combination by accelerated
mass transport. The specimen behaves like a semiconductor with a small
bandgap due to the non-linear increase of the conductivity.
As a modified joule-heating technology, carbothermal shock syn
thesis rises for carbon-based nanocomposite synthesis in recent years. In
this route, carbon-based substrates were used as the heating elements
(same as a resistance heating wire) due to their conductivity, porosity,
and stability under high temperature (~ 3000 K). Among various CNM,
CNF has proved the excellence in the applications of sensing [186],
catalyzing [187], energy storage [188,189], etc. for its inexpensive &
mass synthesis, high-mechanical stability, and high conductivity. These
unique properties make CNF an ideal candidate in flowing through a
current to grow the desired morphology of the nanoparticles. Yao [171]
reported a JIH synthesis of CNF-X (X refers to Pt, Ru, or Co single atoms)
nanocomposites at 2000 K following periodic on-off heating. The atoms
were stabilized due to the high-current shock within 55 ms, which

provides excessive activation energy. In principle, the high supersatu
ration of the vapor rapidly nucleate, then form large numbers of single
atoms (Fig. 12). Under the circumstance, the thermodynamically
favorable metal-defect can anchor the atoms onto the CNF surface. Be
sides, multiple substrates such as carbon, C3N4, and TiO2 can also be
applied as a general route for single-atom manufacturing.
Rather than synthesizing single-metal composite, the joule-heating
of CNF can incorporate multiple immiscible elements into a single
nanoparticle. The same research group proposed a general route for
alloying up to eight elements into single-phase nanoparticles via rapid
joule-heating at a high heating rate of ~ 105 K/s [190]. It is hypothe
sized that the metals were liquidized into nanodroplets, and actively
travel around during the heating. Furthermore, a particle-dispersion
mechanism was presented, in which a catalytic-driven reaction: C +
O* → CO↑ was given where O* denotes surface-bound residual oxygen.
The release of CO creates a large number of defects while different metal
nanodroplets coalescing each other and fusing onto the defects as an
alloy. The small cluster size ~ 5 nm can be ascribed to the faster expo
sure time, while a prolonged process may result in a higher order of
coalescent due to the punctuated thermodynamic equilibrium.
CNF has shown considerable referential importance in joule-heating
for different nanocomposites. However, the mass loading of nano
particles is limited due to the inferior surface contact between 1D CNF

Fig. 12. Carbothermal shock synthesis of high-entropy atomic nanoparticles on carbon supports. (a) Microscopy images of microsized precursor salt particles on the
carbon nanofibers support before the thermal shock, as well as the synthesized, well-dispersed nanoparticles. (b) Sample preparation and the temporal evolution of
temperature during the 55 ms heating.
Reproduced with permission from [171].
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and liquidized precursors. Moreover, the elementary substance is dis
favored due to the catalytic-driven reaction requires surface-bound re
sidual oxygen. Therefore, rGO nanosheets [174] were utilized as a high
binding-energy, surface-rich substrate for a joule-heating that lasts for
30 s. Different from CNF, the mass defects on rGO can effectively trap
liquidized elementary substance in long-time heating without loss,
which results in an increased mass loading of 2.5 mg cm− 2 (Fig. 13). The
stabilized Si, Sn, and Al particles were in a small size distribution pre
dominantly between 10 and 15 nm. Hence, the small size and the uni
form distribution of the active materials lead to an anodic capacity of
1165 mA h g− 1 after 100 charge-discharge cycles.
Other than the well-designed CNF or rGO mats, carbonized biomass
was also used as an environmental-friendly scaffold for JIH synthesis.
Yang [191] reported a facial one-step high-temperature JIH synthesis for
a novel catalyst structure, in which carbonized wood was soaked with Fe
(NO3)3, Co(NO3)2, and trioctylphosphine precursors. It takes advantage
of the different vapor pressure of Fe and Co at high temperature to
synthesize CoFePx-Fe core-shell nanocatalysts via a JIH technique. The
low tortuosity channels (10–50 µm) of the 3D wood can provide rapid
O2 diffusion pathways and abundant binding sites for the nanocatalysts.
The channel-rich structure and in situ Fe coating (~ 2 nm) synergisti
cally enhance the catalytic and durability of the composite for oxygen
evolution reaction.
JIH mentioned above usually requires adhesion between the sample
and the electrodes to promise good contact. However, the binder lowers
convenience, even eliminates the feasibility of mass-production. Given
that, a skillfully roll-to-roll JIH production was demonstrated by Liu
[192] to overcome the contact issues. In this report, graphene film was
continuously fabricated by JIH from rGO film. It paves a road to a timesaving, energy-efficient, and cost-effective heating method for potential
scaled-up synthesis of CNM-nanoparticle composites.
As an old method, joule heating has evolved from a common
ceramic-sintering technique to an exquisite carbon-metal bonding
technology. The above-mentioned studies illuminate the bright future of
JIH synthesis of well-designed solid-state and carbon-nanoparticle
composites.

3.2. Microwave-induced plasma
3.2.1. Background of EM microwave and setup
In 1888, H. Hertz demonstrated the existence of radio waves using a
spark gap radio transmitter. Since then the wave theory of light had been
firmly established. In the late 1930s, the first microwave vacuum tube
has been developed for low power microwave communication. Later
research was mainly carried along with the development of radar. It was
found that the radio waves at microwave frequencies had excessive
power losses during World War II. Soon after that, the heating effect of a
high-power microwave beam was accidentally discovered in 1945 [67].
From the late 1970s, the microwave oven was generally used as kitchen
appliances.
Among all HIT, the setup of MIP is the simplest, which can be bought
in any supermarkets normally for less than a hundred bucks. It consists
of a non-ionizing EM radiation generator and a microwave-shielding
case (built-in stirrer and venting inlet/outlet, see Fig. 14). There are
two kinds of microwave synthesis: solvo-microwave and solidmicrowave. The commonly used solvo-microwave usually requires the
precursor dissolved electric dipole medium (water or organic solvent).
Due to the high-frequency (2.45 GHz) alternating electric field applied
by the microwave, the dipole molecules will try to align themselves with
the alternating electric field. Hence the rotation of the molecules dis
perses energy as heat to facilitate the reaction. To avoid misunder
standing, the MIP synthesis discussed below is referred to the solidmicrowave technology.
3.2.2. Nanomaterial formation via MIP and energy storage applications
MIP is a dazzling technology that utilizes EM wave radiation in the
microwave-frequency region to irritate a solid sample. A microwave
always interacts with matter in three pathways: reflection, transmission,
and absorption. The reflection and absorption are the main causes of
MIP. In certain circumstances, the reflection or/and absorption is so
strong that may induce a high-temperature plasma, thus the sample was
ablated and heated continuously. The sever heating effect can be
ascribed to the dipolar-effect polarization, Maxwell Wagner polariza
tion, eddy-current loss, etc [193].
Metals [194] usually have an extremely high reflection coefficient of
broadband of EM wave including microwave. The metal-induced high
reflectivity is due to the charge density created by the microwave ex
ceeds the electrical potential of the metal particles, which results in the
formation of a continuous arc. As a consequence, the metal particles
were rapidly heated into liquid, even vapor as catalysts in the growth of
CNT [195,196], which also causes a rapid energy loss of the microwave.
In this case, the microwave irritation was almost reflected rather than
absorbed. The work published by Chris [196] well validates this route
using a microwave plasma method to grow aligned CNT under C2H2 and
reducing vapor (Fig. 15). The CNT grows rapidly when the nucleation of
catalytic cobalt initiates in a constant rate around 100 nm/s, while it
decreases sharply after the cobalt particles were fully encapsulated. The
diameter and length of CNT are highly dependent on the size of the
cobalt particles. Besides, metal compounds such as oxide [197], nitrate

Fig. 13. Schematic illustrating a new nanoparticle synthesis methodology used
for battery applications. (a) Pristine Si microparticles (~ 2 µm) within rGO is
transformed into Si nanoparticles (~ 10 nm) by a thermal shock treatment at ~
1800 K for 30 s. The methodology also can be used to synthesize other anode
composites with (b) Sn and (c) Al. The shortest radiative heating time required
to transform microparticles to nanoparticles is ~ 1 s, which is validated using
the Sn microparticle rGO films.
Reproduced with permission from [174].

Fig. 14. Schematic of microwave setup.
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Fig. 15. Left illustration: schematic of the
proposed four-step growth model. (a) TEM
micrograph of a cone-shaped cobalt particle
fully enclosed within one end of the multiwalled CNT. The inset shows a nanotube after
10 s (b) A cross-sectional TEM image of an
aligned multi-walled CNT film. The inset shows
aligned multi-walled CNT film. (c) SEM image
of the ‘‘scratched’’ surface of a nanotube film
grown for 1 min. The inset is a close-up of the
cone-shaped cobalt particles left of the surface.
(d) An SEM image of the ‘‘scratched’’ surface of
a nanotube film grown for 10 min.
Reproduced with permission from [196].

[198], etc. can also effectively reflect microwave in MIP synthesis since
they might be reduced to metal in the presence of reducing gas or car
bon. Therefore, this violent microwave reflection can be used in
improving the adhesion [199], fast welding [200], forming composites
[201] between metal compounds and the carbon-based materials.
Though the metal-reflection-based MIP offers an alternative way for
CNT growth, the strong reflection can block the pathway of the micro
wave that may lead to severely inhomogeneous heating. To improve the
stability of microwave heating, a metal-free route with porous carbo
naceous micro-cluster was exploited such as GO [202], rGO [203–205],
intercalated graphite [206], activated carbon [207], etc. Among these,
graphene-based structure inherits efficient microwave absorption from
graphene due to their high dielectric loss and interface-polarization
[208]. Moreover, the oxygen-containing bonds may contribute to the
permittivity, which is part of the absorption coefficient of the micro
wave [209]. Zhu [210] has demonstrated the homogeneous heating of
GO by a 1 min microwave treatment followed with KOH activation. The
as-prepared rGO possesses high powder conductivity of 500 S/m, a C/O
atomic ratio of up to 35, and high content of sp2 bonded carbon, which
leads to a high specific capacitance. Despite the oxygen-containing
bonds were mostly reduced, the slow heating rate and low exfoliatingdegree of pure GO limit its potential as a fast and efficient synthesis
method.
As evidenced by Hu [211], pure GO micro-flake exhibits little tem
perature variation and volume expansion under microwave irradiation.

However, when GO was mixed with 5% GT (graphene from thermalexpansion), it could trigger MIP which results in a remarkable volume
expansion within 10 s. This an avalanche-like phenomenon can be
explained by the improved absorption of porous graphene (micro-/
mesopores facilitates the decrease of the effective permittivity and
achieves impedance match [212,213]), which stimulating the reduction
of adjacent GO (Fig. 16). In brief, the GO flake might be reduced via slow
heating under microwave irradiation, however, most of the graphene
layers stay stacked. In other words, a high-temperature MIP is nonattainable for individual GO micro-flake without the addition of highdielectric materials.
Generally, the metal-triggered MIP or the graphene-induced micro
wave heating can be ascribed to a reflection- and absorption-dominating
mechanism, respectively. As part of the EM wave shielding effects, either
of the two mechanisms is inadequate for an ideal MIP synthesis. Xu
[203] reported a high-temperature MIP synthesis of rGO micro-clusters
deposited with a series of metal nanoparticles (Ru, Pd, and Ir). The high
and homogeneous microwave absorption is achieved simultaneously
due to the combination of rGO and metal precursors (Fig. 17). As a
consequence, it realizes a rapid temperature rise to 1600 K in just
100 ms, which results in micro-rGO clusters deposited with nano
particles of ~ 10 nm. MIP was also utilized as a powerful technique in
ultrafast preparing nanocomposites for energy storage applications. Kim
[214] have synthesized a silicon–graphene nanocomposite using a
commercial microwave. The electrochemically exfoliated graphene is

Fig. 16. (a) Illustration of the graphene-triggered reduction. Photographs of GO (b) and a GO-graphene mixture (c) before and after MW irradiation, showing the
negligible response of GO to microwave irradiation and the strong influence of graphene on the reaction. Reproduced with permission.
Reproduced with permission from [211].
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Fig. 17. Schematic of the microwave irradia
tion for nanoparticle synthesis (a) Photos and
schematics of the rGO loaded with precursor
before (left) and after microwave irradiation
(right), respectively. (b) The effect of defects on
the thermal shock effect, showing that the
thermal shock effect only occurs when there is
both good microwave absorption and good
thermal conduction. (c) Comparison of heating
time and temperature between this work and
previous studies using microwave irradiation.
Reproduced with permission from [203].

used as a novel microwave susceptor to synthesize the fine silicon par
ticles coated with oxide layer. The as-prepared nanocomposite exhibited
a reversible capacity of 1744 mA h g− 1 at a current density of 0.1 A g− 1
and 662 mA h g− 1 at 1.0 A g− 1 after 200 cycles.
As the development of MIP technology, metal precursors were
coupled with GO/rGO for a uniform and efficient nanoparticle synthesis
[215–219]. However, the MIP efficiency of these composites is limited
due to the agglomeration caused by the oven-dried treatment. Moreover,
the freeze-dry without a crosslinking treatment can also lower the MIP
efficiency since the ordered porous structure could not absorb micro
wave as a bulk [220]. Therefore, an advanced structural-enhanced ab
sorption of microwave was studied to further extend the limits of MIP
technology.

effect.
To further explore the structural-enhanced absorption mechanism,
Zhang [224] demonstrated a precise structural control by tuning the
pore size of polymeric graphene foam (range from several micrometers
to tens of micrometers). The EM shielding tests show that a polymeric
graphene foam can effectively absorb EM wave in a wide range of fre
quency (2–18 GHz). In addition to the pore-absorption theory, the
absorption-induced plasma of graphene foam can also be ascribed to the
resistance–inductance–capacitance coupled circuits and time-varying
EM-fields-induced current [225,226], which may cause a plasmonic
breakdown under adequate microwave intensity. Although the uncom
pressed graphene foam has a relatively low real-permittivity, the plasma
inducing efficiency is high since it possesses a very small reflection loss
at 2.45 GHz (Fig. 18). In detail, when the microwave was reflected
within the metal walls in MIP synthesis, as a consequence, the graphene
foam will absorb the energy in triggering the plasma rather than induce
additional reflection. This prospective study summarized the multiple
mechanisms of polymeric graphene, which paves a way for the universal
applications of porous bulk-structure in MIP.
To pursue the crystal-size limit of MIP technology, the structuralenhanced microwave absorption and the high-dielectric reflection
were both applied in the same study. Fei [227] reported a MIP treatment
of the nitrogen-doped graphene foam decorated with metal atoms (Co,
Ni, Cu). The amine-functionalized graphene foam was prepared by a
three-step “hydrothermal foaming-precursors immersing-freeze drying”
treatment. A unique 3D polymeric graphene foam introduces the
structural-enhanced microwave absorption to the system, while the
transition metal precursors contribute to the high-dielectric reflection.
As a result, the synergistically worked effects enable super-fast incor
poration of single atoms into the graphene lattices within 2 s (Fig. 19a).
The finely distributed atomic metals bonded on graphene foam lead to

3.2.3. Structural-enhanced absorption for MIP and energy storage
applications
The integration of metallic and rGO micro-flake excels either of the
individuals for MIP synthesis. However, Li [221] indicated that a
particular macroscopic structure without the use of high dielectric ma
terials may trigger a sharp increment of microwave absorption. Thus,
the absorption properties of carbon fibers with and without pores were
studied and stimulated, which suggests that the porous carbon structure
exhibit a much better EM wave absorbing properties over a wide fre
quency range. It was suggested that the relatively large pores with sizes
of 0.1–3 µm inside the fiber could allow multiple reflections at dihedral
angles, which provides additional the propagation pathway of the mi
crowaves [222]. Moreover, Yusoff [223] proposed that a geometrical
effect might completely cancel the reflection on the air-object interface
when the thickness of the object satisfies the equation: d = nλm / 4
(n = 1, 2, 3,...). Therefore, it is supposed that evenly distributed pores
with appropriate sizes can induce a dramatic microwave absorption
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Fig. 18. (a) Schematic representation of the MA mechanism for the GF, (b) the reflection loss curves for the GFs under different compressive strains in the range
2–18 GHz. (c) Real parts of the complex permittivity of the GFs in the range 2–18 GHz. Reproduced with permission [224].

high catalytic activity and long cyclic stability compare to other works.
High energy-consuming industries contribute to the imbalance of
current ecosystems, therefore, carbonized biomass [228] can bring a
record-breaking low energy consumption of the whole synthetic pro
cesses. Zhong [220] proposed a rapid MIP synthesis of wood-metal oxide
nanoparticles composite. The moderate electronic conductivity to the
MIP and of the channel-rich property (diameter around 50 µm)
carbonized wood contributes to the structural-enhanced microwave
absorption which guarantees the rapid heating of the overall material
(Fig. 19b–d). The temperature of the wood jumps to 2200 K in 4 s (~
550 K/s) then stabilizing to 1400 K, which breaks the large precursor
particles into evenly distributed metal oxide nanoparticles (~ 11 nm).
The exploitation of biomass-based MIP method offers a green and
energy-saving route for the large-scale synthesis of metal oxide
nanoparticles.
Microwave has been widely used as a versatile approach that can
open a new chapter for the rapid processing of a wide range of nano- or
atomic-scale materials beyond the thermal equilibrium limitations.
Currently, tentative efforts have been made in plasma-calcinating gra
phene-metal mixtures. However, the mechanism of the structuralenhanced MIP remains unrevealed. Further exploration of the solidgaseous phase MIP may lead to a facial, and energy-efficient synthesis
method.

molecular structure, tunable sizes, regulated chirality, and controllable
layers have been synthesized by the early HIT. The pros and cons of
these technologies are listed below:
(1) Detonation possesses a short reaction time, high heating rate &
temperature, and exclusive high pressure that drive the thermo
kinetic only tends to grow 0D CNM such as ND [161]. The
detonation ND shows limited potential in energy storage & con
version applications due to its lowered specific surface of sp3
carbon structure. However, the ND can be produced at a low cost
with non-toxic nature which shows great potential in biomedical
applications. Problems remain that the undesired H, N, O ele
ments cost a lot during purification and make the growth mech
anism even more sophisticated. More importantly, the risk of
explosion during storage and transportation is severely limiting
its further study.
(2) PLA shows its superiority in growing 0D fullerene and 1D CNT
due to its high-energy laser can ablate almost any materials for
the synthesis purpose. More than that, it is flexible in either
gaseous or liquid medium, which facilitates the PLA in synthe
sizing numerous nanomaterials such as quantum dot, metal,
alloy, oxide, nitride, etc. Carbon precursors can be easily mixed
with catalysts to produce hybrid or heterogeneous nanostructures
that may provide new blood for a series of research fields espe
cially in energy storage applications. However, the high-power
pulsed laser is very dangerous in accidental exposure. The
pulsed laser and relevant protection devices are costly. Moreover,
relatively low product yield is one of the main disadvantages of
PLA.
(3) AE excels other HIT in growing CNT, CNT/graphene, and
fullerene-CNT hybrid structures due to its high temperature. The

4. Comprehensive comparison
After closely looked back at the origins and recent progress of HIT, a
comparison was made in Table 1 considering the reaction time,
maximum temperature, heating rate, pressure, customize flexibility,
particle dispersity, energy consumption, cost, and safety.
Since the emerging of C60, many kinds of CNM with designed
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Fig. 19. (a) Schematic illustration of preparation route to Co coated nitrogen-doped graphene. (b) Schematic of metal oxide nanoparticles fabricated within the
carbonized-wood substrate by the microwave treatment at ≈ 1400 K for 4 s (c) Average nanoparticle size as a function of the heating duration. (d) The effect of
electronic conductivity on the microwave coupling and the resulting heating effect of carbonized wood. Reproduced with permissions from [220,227].
Table 1
Comparisons of HIT technologies in synthesizing nanomaterials.
Reaction Time
Temperature (K)
Heating ratea (K/s)
Pressure (kPa)
Customization Flexibility
Energy Consumption
Cost
Safety
Mass-Production Feasibility
a

Detonation [1–3]

Pulsed laser ablation [5]

Arc-electric [4]

Joule & induction heating

Microwave-induced plasma

0.2 μs–1 ms
3000–4000
4 × 1010
2 × 1010–3 × 1010
Low
High
High
Low
Medium

Minutes to tens of minutes
~ 3500
108
Vacuum-1.01 × 103
High
High
High
Low
Low

Seconds to tens of minutes
2200–6773
8.5 × 106
Vacuum-133
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High

55 ms-minutes
~ 3273
105
1.01 × 103
High
Low
Low
Medium
High

100 ms–15 s
~ 2200
1.6 × 104
1.01 × 103
High
Low
Low
High
High

Calculated based on the reported reaction time and temperature, may vary due to the deviation.

size, layers, and constitutions of the CNM can be easily controlled
by adjusting the ingredient of the anode, atmosphere, etc.
Different from the detonation method, AE is free from undesired
elements, thus high-purity nanomaterials can be generated. In
addition, the large-scale production of CNT (kg per day) can be
achieved with a lab-grade instrument since its short reaction
time. Previously, AE were focused on the synthesis of CNT/
graphene-based electrodes for supercapacitor applications since

the specific capacitance is related to the pore structures and
surface area. The large-scale, high quality of AE-synthesized
carbonaceous nanostructures e.g. CNT/graphene with metal
compounds may provide a bright future in the applications of
energy storage & conversion. On the other hand, the graphite
anode could be consumed by the arc results in an unstable arc or
interrupting the continuous production. Besides, the catalyst can
be embedded in the product, which is hard to remove and
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requires additional purification processes [229]. The further
exploration of the CNT surface modification and heterostructure
formation will lead to a way to better control their properties.
The past decade has witnessed an explosive growth of the
studies of JIH and MIP, which outstand in the synthesis of CNM
embedded with nanoalloys, nanocrystals, high-entropy nano
particles, single-atoms. The following advantages and disadvan
tages should be taken into consideration:
(4) JIH offers the most homogenous heating among HIT due to its
heating mechanism. Its short reaction time and high heating rate
enable fast vaporization and nucleation of the metal precursors,
as a consequence, single-atom particles can be formed on the
carbon scaffolds. JIH is flexible in the medium selections and
sample preparations. It can be coupled with the multicomposition powder pressed into bulk for solid sintering, or
with CNM coated with precursors for nanoparticle depositing.
Generally, JIH offers a practical synthesis route with high cus
tomization flexibility, low energy consumption, medium cost,
and high safety. However, the contact between the sample and
the electrode suffers from the low thermal-stability. Although this
problem can be prominently relived by replacing the Pt with
carbon paper, the pressure applied to the sample could be a tricky
parameter which swings between the good contact and shape
change. Besides, the target of JIH are limited to solid carbon
scaffolds (usually CNF or graphene mats) loaded with
temperature-resistant precursors on the surface. However, the
high performance in variety of applications such as EM shielding,
catalysts, and energy storage & conversion are related to good
pore structures along with high surface area.
(5) MIP owns superiority in size and distribution control in synthe
sizing carbon-metal nanocomposites due to its medium temper
ature and heating rate compare to JIH. It has a low energy
consumption, ease of customizing, scalable-production potential,
and the highest safety among all HIT. Moreover, the low cost and
easy operation facilitate the MIP research of newly established
labs. However, the disadvantages of MIP lays in the limitations of
the target. Materials with weak microwave absorption are not
favorable for MIP. Besides, the inhomogeneous heating induced
by the structural-enhanced microwave absorption is jeopardizing
the quality and repeatability of the nanocomposites.

(2) The low safety and yield limit PLA in industrial applications.
However, the adjustable spot size, power, media grant PLA vast
advantages in precise control of the morphologies and structures
of the synthesized nanoparticles toward new-class energy storage
nanomaterials, e.g. complex core-shell, heterostructure, bio
mimetic, and carbonaceous nanostructures.
(3) JIH is often used to sinter ceramics, yet a variety of materials
could be applied in JIH for improved energy storage properties,
such as metal-doped ceramic, metal-organic framework, maxphase precursors (C, Ti, Al, Zr, Si, V, Nb, Cr, N, etc.). Moreover,
3D polymeric graphene can be incorporated with insulating ma
terials that cannot be sintered with JIH, e.g. ceramic, superelastic
polymers, etc. in the applications of mechanical enhanced energy
storage. The interconnected graphene network may provide fast
heating throughout the sample which can perfectly solve this
problem. Moreover, JIH can be used in liquid nitrogen or water to
regulate the heating/cooling rate for a equilibrium.
(4) As a crucial component in JIH, induction heating is seldom
mentioned for nanocomposites synthesis. The remote-heating
property of induction heating can rapidly promote the reaction
while maintaining good porous structure, thus most of the con
tact issues can be avoided. In principle, only ferromagnetic/
ferrimagnetic materials can be heated by the induction effect.
However, the crosslinking of magnetic composites (e.g. Fe/Mn/
Ni/Co with 3D polymeric graphene) inside the target can largely
enhance the induction effect with desirable heating rate and
temperature. This non-contact and controllable synthesis method
can perfectly fill the incapability of the joule-heating in synthe
sizing 3D nanocomposites toward high-performance energy
storage devices.
(5) MIP transcends the rest of HIT in the overall performance with
adequate reaction time, temperature, and heating rate while
providing outstanding customization flexibility, safety, and
feasibility for large-scale production. As discussed in the previous
section, the reported literature lacks a comprehensive study on
the mechanism of structural enhancement of microwave ab
sorption. Thus, the future study of MIP should focus on the metaloxide, nitride, sulfide, etc. with GO, X-doped graphene (X refers
to N, P, B, etc.), exfoliated MAX phase flakes (M: Ti, V, Nb, Mo,
etc.; A: Al, Si, Ga, etc.; X: C, N) built-in for efficient microwaveheat conversion. It’s unique remotely heating mode enables a
high mass loading of catalytic materials while maintaining a good
3D structure, which is perfect for the applications in novel metal
ion batteries, metal-air batteries, catalysts, and EM wave shield
ing. Furthermore, the enormous 3D materials built by 3D printing
with controllable structure and pore size can be combined with
the novel in situ characterization techniques, which may facili
tate the understanding of the unrevealed mechanisms. A new
perception of microwave absorption, heat generation & dissipa
tion, and electrical & thermal transport will be essential for
controllable MIP synthesis.
(6) AE can be combined with MIP in a production line since it can
synthesis a series of CNM such as CNT, graphene, and
CNT@graphene hybrid structures without undesired impurities.
As-prepared CNM will be collected by a cyclone separator for
sieving. After the suitable precursors were added, the interme
diate product will be transferred to a conveyor for MIP synthesis.
As a consequence, embedded active materials (such as catalysts
or anode materials) from the AE will be easily turned into
nanoparticles with controllable grain sizes due to high heating
rate. This promising route might offer a practical route for massproducing a variety of CN-nanocatalysts for catalyzing, pollution
degradation, energy storage & conversion.
(7) As an arising concern, the energy consumption in terms of greenhouse emission of HIT should be considered. Life-cycle assess
ment is a common method to analyze the environmental impacts

5. Conclusions and outlook
This article provides an overview of the early HIT in growing a series
of CNM, and tries to elucidate the fundamental mechanisms among the
opposing arguments. Recent advancements of the lately raised JIH and
MIP were also introduced to exhibit their promising potential in
generating a variety of advanced nanocomposites. Although the studies
in each of HIT have demonstrated their excellence, a remark to sum up
all these synthetic technologies have not been made yet. Therefore, a
general understanding of HIT for interdisciplinary research was offered.
The perspectives and directions are listed below:
(1) The early HIT such as detonation and AE have low flexibility in
sample selections, high media requirements, and low custom
ization flexibility, thus they are not suitable for synthesizing a
great diversity of nanocomposites. Nevertheless, the well-studied
industrial parameters grant them exclusive advantages in largescale production of CNM. Further development of detonation
and AE should target the purity improvement either by using new
explosives, buffer media, additives, etc. or by optimizing the
purification processes. Furthermore, the AE could be used to
trigger an ionized vapor plasma of metals or semiconducting
materials between two electrodes in batch synthesizing nano
particles for novel metal-ion batteries.
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of technology from the perspective of energy consumption. The
analysis starts with the mining of the source (graphite, metal ore,
etc.) to the waste recycling of all the compositions, which gives a
suggestive point for industrial production. After comparing all
the GHG emissions of the processes, the most sustainable route
will be provided.
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To conclude, HIT are superior in synthesizing nanomaterials with
controllable morphology, distinguished atomic architecture, as well as
unique properties, which excels the other techniques. Be specific, the
early HIT are irreplaceable in growing CNM, while the late HIT are
outstanding in synthesizing carbon-nanoparticles composites. There
fore, the tremendous potential of HIT remains in store to be exploited.
Further studies of HIT may pave an efficient avenue for the design and
preparation of highly efficient nanostructures for catalyzing, biomedical, photovoltaic conversion, sensing, artificial tissue engineering,
seawater desalination, EM shielding, and energy storage applications.
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Appendix. A list of abbreviations used in this article
HIT
DET
PLA
AE
JIH
MIP
CVD
PVD
TNT
CNM
ND
CNF
CNT
MWCNT
SWCNT
DC
AC
PA
EM
rGO

High-power instant-synthesis technology
Detonation
Pulsed laser ablation
Arc electric
Joule & induction heating
Microwave-induced plasma
Chemical vapor deposition
Physical vapor deposition
Trinitrotoluene
Carbon nanomaterials
Nanodiamonds
Carbon nanofibers
Carbon nanotubes
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes
Single-walled carbon nanotubes
Direct current
Alternating current
Pulsed arc
Electromagnetic
Reduced graphene oxide
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